DANCING IN THE

Shadowlands

A Letter From
Your Guide
IT'S TIME TO SHADOW DANCE

MotherQuest is not for the faint-hearted,
especially not her shadow work, so
before we even start, I want to
congratulate you for joining Dancing in
the Shadowlands. You are a rare, brave
warioress, and I promise this year will be
an adventure.
This course is like all of MotherQuest a
sacred journey into your embodied
Divinity. Your Light, Consciousness or
the Gold of your Soul, are the Truest
parts of you. It is your Shadow that
deceives, connives and convinces you
that you are anything less.
What causes your Shadow is your ego or
your perception of your special separate
self. What drives your shadow gremlins
are the old hurts, unhealed wounds, undischarged emotions and unconscious
beliefs that make specialness or better
than or worse than, real. These
disowned and unprocessed hurts
projected outwards cause our shadow
to feel real. Dancing in the
ShadowLands will teach you the tools to
release these hurts, feel those feelings,
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re-evaluate those outdated and untrue beliefs
and heal the wounds that make them real.
Over the next ten months, you will discover the
self-awareness tools and the self-compassion
skills to stay with your lost hurt parts until your
woundedness heals and you return your wholeself home to the love that never left you.
We will meet in person, once a month for the
next ten months. In addition to our monthly
training, you will receive downloadable
modules are designed to give you the structure
and support for you to stay on track.
The notes will enable you to stay accountable
to yourself, the curriculum, and the women you
are journeying with. The notes are also designed
to help you to keep your home exploration
cohesive and organised.
Each module also contains your monthly
homework, which contains a Shadow Dancing

section. Here you will find your gremlin
diagrams, inquiry questions and space for you
to write your experiences of the month's 21-day
sadhana (ego busting practice).
As part of my duty of care as your guide
and your responsibility in attending this
course, you must complete and hand in
your homework every month. As each
month builds on from the previous, you will
not proceed if you have not completed the
required work. From this moment on, this is
an assumed understanding of your
participation in this course.

The homework is like cave diving carabiners
and safety chains. Shadow work can get dark,
scary and confusing. Your commitment to your
own mastery, explored in this homework is the
golden light that will keep you safe.
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Lhamo
Sacred Mama of MotherQuest

My Intentions
the reasons I am here

NO 1: Why did you join Dancing in the ShadowLands? What was your big why?

NO 2: What is your big hope for the next 10 months? How would you like your life to be like at the end?

NO 3: What commitment have you made to yourself that this circle can keep you accountable to?

NAME .......................... | DATE ..........................
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Introduction
all shadows are create by Light
MotherQuest is Women's Way, the gentle art of embodying practices that
celebrate our uniquely feminine nature. Because Dancing in the
ShadowLands is part of MotherQuest, our shadow work process is also

uniquely feminine and centred in the philosophy of wholeness rather than
the observation of separate parts. Our shadow work is not light versus dark,
good versus evil, virtuous versus bad, but personal truth coming home to
Truth that is Universal.
In this course, we are centring ourselves in the Light of our Divinity. This is
our home base or in this course, our dancefloor. Anytime you are working
on your shadow you are to centre yourself in your own Divine
Consciousness. Whenever your shadow voices get too big, too noisy and too
overwhelming (which they will) you are to pull back to your dancefloor and
return to the warm-up stretches of this first module. In shadow work, like all
programs grounded in spiritual reality, we never grow beyond the basics.
The founding principle of your first module and this course is :

You are Love. You are a beloved spark of Divine Light.
You are a child of God, and she loves you dearly,
as she also loves every other being.
In simple terms, your shadow is an ego illusion you said yes to, to enable
you to explore separation from Truth. Having an ego is part of being human,
it is a necessary part of your body-mind mechanism that enables your
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consciousness to live an Earthly life.
Your ego lets you know who you are as an identity separate from Love,
Goodness, Oneness, God. Your ego provides you with a foundational

understanding of your human self. In itself, it is not bad; it is mostly
mistrained and gravely misunderstood. and at some point, when your soul
is ripe and ready to awaken, your ego's work is done.
At this potent stage of spiritual development, shadow work becomes
essential because your ego won't let go of control without a fight. Instead, it
will create its own made for you, version of spiritual war, a pernicious battle
that will decide which reality you choose as your world.
Ultimately, love or fear are your two choices, but they look more like :
The world where I am simple flesh, here only for this lifetime, constructed
and sustained by things outside of myself and beyond my control,
and I am intrinsically bad.
OR
The world where I am grounded in my Light, I am a love beyond and from
a source surpassing my comprehension, and I am sustained
by this faith, love and wonder in all things
and I am intrinsically good.

In this course, we bring the war to the dancefloor and turn it into art. We
take the battle between the voices in your head and the love in your womb
and heart and own it until we embody our mastery. We make the
awakening of your soul your holy mission and we bring her elegance,
majesty and beauty right into our ugly as we contain, own, shimmy and
rumble until we can bend and stretch with languorous grace and make the
love we are the most real. We dance until our inner is the outer and the

outer our inner and this light is the delight that sustains us. We dance until
our need for our shadow is done, done.
Strap on your dance shoes baby, it's time to go within.
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Notes
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CIRCLE GUIDELINES

Everything is said in circle, stays in circle
Always. This parameter is paramount. You alone make this space safe.
Please do not refer to another’s sharing or speak her name in circle without implicit
permission to do so.

Every woman is entitled to her own time
The woman holding the talking stone has the opportunity to speak and receive our undivided
attention. All others have the opportunity to listen unconditionally
Everyone is entitled to an opportunity to be in self-mastery and discharge. Do not touch a
woman during her sharing time, your need to comfort or silence another is your need. Not
hers.

Every woman is your mirror, your thoughts and perceptions are your own
In a sacred circle, through the lens of Great Spirit, we are all aspects of The One. We are all
mirrors of each other. During circle time you are invited to see every other woman as an
aspect of yourself, a hologram of you.
See every woman as she truly is : Spirit, perfect, whole and complete. A mistress of your own
mastery and free to heal the world.

Speak from your centre
Speak in “I” language using words of power.
You are invited to share from your deep inner voice and connect with the women through eye
contact during your sharing. This will support you to own your truth, your knowing, your
embodied experience and your power.

Own your power
Your reactions and projections, assumptions and perceptions are your own.
At all times the circle facilitator is imperfectly human. Please do not give away your
sovereignty by assuming she is responsible for your expectations or that you know the Truth
of any other women. What you see is yours.

She Changes
Please allow every woman to be who she is rather than who you perceived/heard her to be.
See everyone through eyes of love
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"Return to
love over and
over and over
again"

One more thing
Own your mama stuff

As the holder of the circle, Lhamo will with gentleness - ask your permission
to remind you of the above
parameters.
If by chance you do break them, please
know you are completely safe, loved
and held. If your response to being
reminded brings up your shame,
humiliation, or big feelings, know that
it is most likely your mother or inner
child issues rising to the surface.
If this happens, watch your judgements
and need to either blame, attack or
defend. You are safe and you are loved.
Your feelings and reactions are old
outdated behaviour rising up ready to
be released.
Forgive yourself for your slip up and
forgive Lhamo for transgressing your
ego’s unconscious edges. Return to
presence as quickly as you can. This is
your ego fighting for survival, please
give yourself compassion.
It’s all completely ok.
Everything is Love.
Make it so.
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